
Questions to Consider

Instead of an iconic dish, Seattle boasts
iconic ingredients—do you agree?

If you were to pick one food that represents Seattle,
which one would you nominate and why?

What is your favorite Seattle food innovation?
Draw/describe it below:

Seattle’s food is a result of its geography,
diversity, economy, and collaboration among people 
and professions. Can you fi nd artifacts that support 
this argument?

Can you fi nd all of these mushrooms?
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Raw Ingredients

Identify two foods you like to eat and fi nd
evidence that tells you where they come from
or how they’re gathered.

Can you fi nd the tool used to build 
boxes like the one this berry picker
is holding?

Process and Prep

If you were to start a restaurant that serves only one 
thing, what would it be?

What tools/resources would you need to create the 
perfect recipe and open up shop?

To Market, to Market

How was Pike Place Market impacted by
Japanese internment?

How could people participate in the Save the Market 
campaign? Why might people have wanted to save 
Pike Place Market?

Bringing it Home

Where did this mushroom come from? Discuss: Why
might chefs want to serve foraged food in restaurants?
What might be some challenges of doing so?

How does the Beacon Food Forest address hunger in 
the community?
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Cooking Tech-niques

Find these knives. What out of this
world ingredient does Bob Kramer
mix into some of his knives?

In what ways is cooking a science? List two pieces of 
evidence that you see in this section.

Serving it Up

Can you spot these creative restaurant decorations?

What’s important when designing the look and feel of a 
restaurant?

Some Seattle chefs believe in serving traditional, 
locally-sourced foods, while others serve dishes made 
with high tech tools and global ingredients. Discuss: 
Which do you prefer and why?
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